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Activity Six
Interview Two Classmates About The Crossover

Now that you have finished reading The Crossover, it will be interesting to 
talk to your peers about how they felt about the book and if their feelings 
changed from the beginning of the book to the end. Kwame Alexander wrote 
a unique story by using poetry to write about his main character—Josh Bell—
and his love of basketball and love for his family. 

Use the sample questions below for your interview, but also feel free to create 
questions of your own. 

1. When you first learned that The Crossover was a story written as poems, 
what did you think about the book? 

2. Do you think that it was a good idea for Kwame Alexander to write the book 
this way? Why or why not? 

3. Which poem or poems did you like the best and why? 

4. Is there a poem or two that you did not like? Which one(s) are they and 
why? 

5. Do you think that you could write a short story as a poem? Explain. 

6. If you could change the ending to The Crossover, what would you change 
about it? 

7. If you had an opportunity to ask Kwame Alexander a question about The 
Crossover, what would it be? 

8. Do you have anything else that you would like to share? 

...................Student Worksheet
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Activity Five
A Visual Poem About Your Favorite Pastime

Write a visual poem about your favorite pastime. It can be six to eight lines in 
length, or longer. Have fun playing with the space on the page, the font size, 
capital letters, vertical words, or words written in a diagonal, etc.  

Below are some verbs ending in “ing”, which may be helpful in showing the 
action of your favorite pastime. In addition, some adverbs—“ly” words—are 
included that may aid in describing the action of the “ing” verbs. 

running, playing, dribbling, kicking, tossing, catching, shooting, dancing, 
swerving, diving, swimming, splashing, skating, gliding, sliding, slipping, 
winning, cycling, speeding, spinning, ….etc.

quickly, slowly, speedily, carefully, quietly, loudly, softly, gently, smoothly, 
hurriedly, expertly, happily, swiftly, …etc.

The title of your poem can be the name of the favorite pastime that you 
have decided to write about. The first line can begin with: I love……or, I 
enjoy……., or My favorite…..

Example:
Hiking and Photos
I love to go hiking.
Quietly walking
Silently S

    

T

Near a tree
       To SNAP
                 A photo of a bird,
                                                Bug, or leaf
          The photo is perfect
                  I sigh with relief.

A N D I N G

...................Student Worksheet
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Activity Four
Visual Poetry 

Look at and record the visual aspects of the poem Filthy McNasty. Then, 
fill in the chart below with specific words from the poem that show each 
example. Next, read The Show, or The Game is Tied, or Suspension. Are similar 
visual aspects used? Discuss this with a partner. 

Visual Aspects Filthy McNasty

Use of all capitals.
ELEVATING,

Placement of words on the page. 

Use of invented words.

Vertical words.

Font size. 

Use of bold words.

Words with both capitals and small 
letters.

Left/Centre/Right

...................Student Worksheet
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Five Words  

Choose five words that describe you and write them down. For example, you 
might write the words: talkative, happy, positive, loud, and friendly. 

Watch a video about Kwame Alexander. Or, read an interview with the 
author. We suggest a video where Kwame Alexander reads an excerpt from 
The Crossover for AdLit. Learn how he searches for interesting words in the 
thesaurus or dictionary. 
 
Look up your five words in a dictionary or thesaurus. Then, write down a few 
synonyms for each word. 

Talkative: loquacious, communicative, effusive
Happy: jovial, joyous, cheerful
Positive: optimistic, pragmatic, efficacious
Loud: clamorous, cacophonous, sonorous, 
Friendly: convivial, amiable, gregarious

Write a poem about yourself and include these new five words in your poem. 
You can choose to rhyme your words or to simply write a free verse poem. 

Example Poem: 

Words About Me
Some say I am talkative, but I say I am loquacious. 
Some say I am happy, but I say I am joyous.
Some say I am positive, but I say I am efficacious.
Some say I am loud, but I say I am cacophonous.
Some say I am friendly, but I say I am gregarious. 

Activity Three
...................Student Worksheet
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Activity Two
Unusual Individual Sport or Team Sport   

Some sports are team sports, while other sports are just for one person. Below 
are some examples of unfamiliar or unknown team and individual sports. 
Choose one to learn about. Record your research, then present it to your 
class. Use Google Slides to help in your presentation. This activity can be 
done individually or in pairs. 

Or with your teacher’s permission, research unusual or unknown sports to 
discover more choices. 

Individual Team

Poohsticks Underwater Hockey

Zorbing Cycleball

Ostrich Racing Sepak Tacraw

Sporthocking Kabaddi

Cheese Rolling Car Curling

Extreme Ironing Yukigassen

Dog Surfing Cornish Hurling

What is the name of your unusual or unknown sport? 

Is it an individual sport or a team sport? 

What is the history of the sport you have chosen? 

From what country does it originate? 

What skills are needed to play this sport? 

Is any equipment required? 

What are the rules? 

Is it still played today? 

Do you think that you would like to try this sport? Why or why not? 

...................Student Worksheet
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Who Are the Harlem Globetrotters?

There are many professional basketball teams in the world. In the world of 
basketball, the Harlem Globetrotters are unique. Begin your research on the 
Internet, and learn about their history to answer the questions below. 

History of the Harlem Globetrotters
1. What year was the team first formed?
2. What were the first two names of the team, before it was named the   
 Harlem Globetrotters?
3. Who created the team?
4. When did the name finally change to the Harlem Globetrotters? 
5. In 1939, they added something to their game that made it very unique.   
 What was it? 
6. Who are some of the outstanding players? What are their names?    
 Choose one of them to learn more about. 

Present Day: the Harlem Globetrotters
Visit the Harlem Globetrotters website to learn about their world tour 
schedule for this next part of the bonus activity. 

• Create a plan for your family to watch the Harlem Globetrotters live.
 
• Where would you watch them? 

• How much would the tickets cost for your family? 

• If you need to raise money to watch them, what would you do? 

• Do you think this an activity your family would enjoy? 

Activity One



Spotl iGht On......................
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Kwame Alexander 

• The Crossover was rejected over 20 times before it was  
 published. He was told that no boys would want to read  
 about sports in poetry.

• He joined his first march, with his father, at the age of 12  
 to rally for equality for Black people. 

• He wrote a play when he was at college that was performed  
 at a conference for students across the United States. 

Did You Know?

 wame Alexander was born on August 
21, 1968 in Manhattan, New York. He has 
one brother and two sisters. Like him, 
his parents and siblings are involved in 

some form of the arts such as modeling, writing, 
photography, music, and entertainment. Similar 
to his main character, Josh, one of his parents 
worked at one of his schools. Kwame Alexander 
and his wife have two daughters. One works in 
criminal justice and the other enjoys being in 
musical theatre. He has been writing for over 20 
years. 

Even from a young age, Kwame loved poetry. 
As an adult, he discovered that he could 
encourage reluctant readers to enjoy reading 
when sports themes were written in poetry. He 
loves all types of poetry and that’s the reason 
such a variety of forms of poetry are found in 
The Crossover. He wanted to write a book about 
all the things that were important to him as a 
12-year-old: sports, family, relationships, and a 
first crush. So, each of these are featured in The 
Crossover. By writing it in poetry, he felt that it 
was the ideal way to show the pulse, energy and 
movement of basketball. 

When he visits schools, he likes to show the 
teachers and students that poetry is both fun 
and cool. He has received numerous awards 

for his books. He has written poetry books for 
adults, stories for children that feature animal 
characters, and books for teens. Kwame is 
featured in several short online videos, interviews, 
and a TED Talk titled, “The Power of Yes.”

K

NAME: 
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2. Number the events from 1 to  6 in the order they occurred in this Section.

 a) Finally, at half time, Coach decided to allow Josh to play.  

 b) Josh plans to have a talk with JB, but that rainy morning JB gets a ride with   

 his girlfriend and her dad. 

 c)  Arriving late, Josh slips in the mud. He has to clean up, then sit and wait on   

 the bench. 

 d)  Josh walks to the library alone to get the book, The Giver.

 e)  Josh is late to the game because an officer noticed his dad’s taillight was   

 out.

 f )  Once practice is finished, Josh walks home by himself. 

1. Circle  T if the statement is TRUE or F if it is FALSE.

T  F  a) Spending time with his twin brother is not something Josh misses. 

T  F  b) Josh’s dad left his driver’s license in his jacket at home.

T  F  c) The officer does not Google Josh’s dad’s name to identify him. 

T  F  d) The officer discovers that Josh’s dad is “Da Man”.

T  F  e) Although he doesn’t want to, the officer gives Josh’s dad a ticket. 

T  F  f) Josh’s dad autographs a Krispy Kreme napkin. 

Part Three: Chapters Seventeen to 
Twenty-seven

(From “Second Quarter”: “Second-Person” to “Before”)

NAME: 

...................Before You Read
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Part Two: Chapters Seventeen 
to Thirty-three

Answer the questions in complete sentences. 

1. Which part of your house is an area where you are not allowed to go into? 

2. What do you predict the twins will do with the information they learned from the letters?  

 

ceases nonstop limitations amateurs
crimson  Tarheel oozing mocking

1.  __________________ are just learning a skill. 

2.  A __________________ is someone from North Carolina.

3.  Chocolate is __________________ out of this doughnut.

4.  Even the birds seemed to be __________________ the terrible day I had.

5.  It is so very quiet once the fire alarm __________________.

6. The fire alarm rings __________________ until it is turned off by an official.

7. “Do you know your strengths and __________________?” asked Coach. 

8. This color is not simply red, neither is it burgundy, nor poppy red, but it is a deep 

purplish red, called __________________.

Complete each sentence with a word from the list.Vocabulary

(From “First Quarter”: “pa·tel·lar ten·di·ni·tis” to “Basketball Rule #4”)

NAME: 

...................After You Read
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Answer each question with a complete sentence.  

1. Josh hears panting coming from Mom and Dad’s room. Describe what he finds.

2. Is there evidence that shows whether or not Josh’s dad is seeing a doctor? Explain.

3. List four facts Josh learns about Miss Sweet Tea when she comes over for dinner.

4. At the game, when Josh notices his parents have left the bleachers, he looks at his 
brother on the court. JB is staring at him like they’ve both just seen another ghost. What 
do you think this means?

5. Coach has a conversation with Josh. He shares advice, wisdom and life experience. 
What does he share?

6. Describe what Miss Sweet Tea, JB and Josh did to assist during the medical emergency 
at the Rec.

Part Four: Chapters Eighteen to Thirty-five

Pretend that you are Miss Sweet Tea, Josh or JB. Write a first-
person account about the medical emergency with Dad. How 
do you respond and what are you feeling? Is there anything 
more you can do?  

Journaling Prompt

(From “Third Quarter”: “Uh-oh” to “At Noon, in the Gym, with Dad”)
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 3

Part 3: Chapters 17 to 27 to Part 4: 
Chapters 1 to 17

...................WritinG Task # 4

Part 3: Chapters 1 to 16

Write Two Poems About You! 

Heart Healthy Foods vs Unhealthy Heart Foods
Research foods that are heart healthy foods. Then, research foods that are unhealthy heart 
foods. Choose a visual method to represent your data and information. This can be a graph, 
chart or a diagram. Label the information, add a title and a key. 

Poem # 1 Tip-ping Point Poem # 2 Fast Break

Review the poem, Tip-ping Point in Part 3: 
Chapters 17 to 27
• It is free verse.
• It does not rhyme.
• It has four stanzas or verses.
• The first stanza provides a definition of
   a tipping point.

Review the poem, Fast Break in Part 4: 
Chapters 1 to 17
• It has some rhyming words.
• It has some repeating words.
• Many verbs end in ‘ing’. 
• It features various font sizes.
• The words are unusually placed.

Next 
• What is your tipping point?
• Can you think of two or three ways you  
   might reach your tipping point? 
• Each one becomes a separate stanza.

Next
• Choose some verbs/action words that  
   describe you.
• Add ‘ing’ to these verbs (rhyme).
• Choose what words you’d like to repeat.

Now: Write it!
• Make a first draft/rough copy of a poem  
   about your tipping points. 
• Read it. Check for errors. Do edits. 
• Write your final draft.

Now: Write it!
• Choose how you will write the words on the  
   page.
• Choose where you will place them.
• Read it. Check for errors. Do edits.
• Write your final draft.

NAME: 

...................After You Read
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Comprehension Quiz
8. Who is the new girl at school? Who becomes interested in her?    

9. Explain why the Bells only ate salad at Thanksgiving. Give three reasons.   

10. For one gym class, Josh had to work with a dummy. What was he learning?  
How did this help him later on?

11. How can you tell their mom is worried about their dad? 

12. Describe how Josh feels about JB having a girlfriend. 

13. Josh is disciplined and removed from the team because of his behavior. What  
did he do?

14. Describe the final chapter. 

2

SUBTOTAL:          /20

3

2

4

4

2

3

NAME: 
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4. Stairs so that one can enter a building.
6. To save from danger.
7. To lose consciousness.
9. High blood pressure.
11. Hereditary, family genes or traits.
12. The main part of the human body. Doesn’t 
include head, arms or legs.
14. A fool.
15. Something that changes how a body works.

1. To influence or make emotional.
2. A mutual trust or friendship with people who 
spend time together.
3. To make more or less, quantity.
5. Cement.
8. To be made of.
10. Giving instructions.
13. Possibility of loss or injury.

Across Down

affect

camaraderie

concrete

consisted

disease

education

fainting

genetic

hypertension

imbecile

rescues

risk

stoop

torso

volume

Vocabulary 1. 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9. 10.

11.

12. 13.

14. 15.

Part Two: Chapters Thirty-four to Forty-one
(From “First Quarter”: “Having a mother” to “Gym class”)
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A Tanka is a Japanese poem that has five lines and 31 syllables. It does not 
rhyme. Instead, each line must have a set number of syllables. They are written 
about things in nature or emotions. Below is an example of this form of verse. 

Create your own Tanka of a holiday time with your family. 
Line 1: This Christmas was not (5 syllables)

Line 2: Merry, and I have not found (7 syllables)
Line 3: Joy in the new year (5 syllables)

Line 4: With Dad in the hospital (7 syllables)
 Line 5: for nineteen days and counting. (7 syllables)

A Tanka Poem
..................
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1.
Answers will vary.

2.
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary

1.  gloat 

2. posterizing      

3. dubious    

4. confrontational   

5. sickest

6. distinction    

7. acclaimed      

8. baller

1.

a)  4 B

b)  4 C

c)  4 A

d)  4 D

e)  4 C

1.
Josh’s dad gave him the 

nickname. At first, he didn’t 
like it because kids made 

fun of him.

2.
He likes it now because 
in basketball, he and his 
nickname have become 

famous.

3.
5-His favorite rappers 

have locks. 4-He feels like 
a king with them. 3-No 

other teammate has locks. 
2-People can tell him and 
Josh apart. 1-He watched 

a video of his dad and 
his locks looked like wings, 
so he wanted some of his 

own.

4.
Yes, his brother has a 

favorite player. He has 
a lot of Michael Jordan 
merchandise, like a pair 
of Air Jordan’s for every 

month.

5.
 Josh’s Dad doesn’t have a 
job at the moment, except 

coaching their house/
family. His mom is assistant 

school principal. 

6.
Yes, JB says that their mom 
goes to all of their games. 

             

1.
Answers will vary.

2.
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary

1. D

2. I

3. F

4. A

5. H

6. J

7. B

8. C

9. G

10. E

 

1.

a) T

b) F 

c) T

d) T 

e) F

f) F 

2.  

a) 6

b) 1

c) 3  

d) 5

e) 2

f) 4

 

1.
Answers will vary. Same: 

identical twins, love 
basketball, on same team. 

Different: Josh is 1 inch 
taller, has dreadlocks, JB is 
bald/short hair, Josh plays 
forward and JB shooting 

guard.

2.  
His dad showed him how 
to do a soft crossover first 

to see if the opponent 
follows, then do a hard 

crossover. 
 
3.

JB will cut off one lock of 

Josh’s hair, while JB will have 

to moon the nerdy group of 

grade sixes.  

4.
Josh loses the bet and 

JB accidently cuts of five 
locks of hair instead of just 

one.

5.
You can’t play sports in 

the jungle because there 
are cheetahs (cheaters). 

6.
They find two letters, 

one offering their Dad a 
position with the Lakers 

and the other explaining 
the medical reason for 
their Dad never playing 

basketball again. Answers 
will vary, but may include: 
No they should not have 

looked at their dad’s 
private lock box and 
letters.

NAME: 

...................After You Read
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Part One: Chapters One to Eleven
Answer each question with a complete sentence or short paragraph.

1. Who gave Josh the nickname, Filthy McNasty? Did he like it at first? Why or why not?

2. How does Josh feel about his nickname now? Why?

3. Josh provides five unique reasons for having locks. What are they? 

4.  Does his brother have a favorite player? Explain.

5.  What jobs do Josh’s parents have?

6.  Does Josh’s mom go to all of their games? Explain. 

Journaling Prompt
Write about a sport, hobby or an interest that you’re good 
at. How old were you when you first began this sport, hobby 
or interest? How long have you been doing this particular 
interest? How did you get so good at it?  

(From “Warm-Up”: “Dribbling” to “Basketball Rule #1”)

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY



The Crossover – Gr. 5-6
•
• RSL.5.1 Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text. 
• RSL.5.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text, including how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or how 

the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize the text. 
• RSL.5.3 Compare and contrast two or more characters, se?ngs, or events in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text. 
• RSL.5.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figuraBve language such as metaphors and similes. 
• RSL.5.5 Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits together to provide the overall structure of a parBcular story, drama, or poem. 
• RSL.5.6 Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view influences how events are described. 
• RSL.5.9 Compare and contrast stories in the same genre on their approaches to similar themes and topics. 
• RSL.5.10 By the end of the year read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, at the high end of the grades 4–5 text complexity 

band independently and proficiently. 
• RSL.6.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 
• RSL.6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through parBcular details; provide a summary of the text disBnct from personal 

opinions or judgments. 
• RSL.6.3 Describe how a parBcular story’s or drama’s plot unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the characters respond or change as the plot moves 

toward a resoluBon. 
• RSL.6.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figuraBve and connotaBve meanings; analyze the impact of a 

specific word choice on meaning and tone. 
• RSL.6.5 Analyze how a parBcular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of the 

theme, se?ng, or plot. 
• RSL.6.6 Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a text. 
• RSL.6.10 By the end of the year read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 6–8 text complexity band proficiently, 

with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range. 
• RSFS.5.3 Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words. A) Use combined knowledge of all leRer-sound correspondences, 

syllabicaBon paRerns, and morphology to read accurately unfamiliar mulBsyllabic words in context and out of context. 
• RSFS.5.4 Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension. A) Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding. B) Read grade-

level prose and poetry orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on successive readings. C) Use context to confirm or self-correct word 
recogniBon and understanding, rereading as necessary. 

• WS.5.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporBng a point of view with reasons and informaBon. A) Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an 
opinion, and create an organizaBonal structure in which ideas are logically grouped to support the writer’s purpose. B) Provide logically ordered reasons 
that are supported by facts and details. C) Link opinion and reasons using words, phrases, and clauses. D) Provide a concluding statement or secBon related 
to the opinion presented. 

• WS.5.2 Write informaBve/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and informaBon clearly. A) Introduce a topic clearly, provide a general 
observaBon and focus, and group related informaBon logically; include forma?ng, illustraBons, and mulBmedia when useful to aiding comprehension. B) 
Develop the topic with facts, definiBons, concrete details, quotaBons, or other informaBon and examples related to the topic. C) Link ideas within and 
across categories of informaBon using words, phrases, and clauses. D) Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the 
topic. E) Provide a concluding statement or secBon related to the informaBon or explanaBon presented. 

• WS.5.3 Write narraBves to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effecBve technique, descripBve details, and clear event sequences. A) 
Orient the reader by establishing a situaBon and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally. B) Use 
narraBve techniques, such as dialogue, descripBon, and pacing, to develop experiences and events or show the responses of characters to situaBons. C) 
Use a variety of transiBonal words, phrases, and clauses to manage the sequence of events. D) Use concrete words and phrases and sensory details to 
convey experiences and events precisely. E) Provide a conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or events. 

• WS.5.4 Produce clear and coherent wriBng in which the development and organizaBon are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
• WS.5.7 Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through invesBgaBon of different aspects of a topic. 
• WS.5.8 Recall relevant informaBon from experiences or gather relevant informaBon from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase informaBon in 

notes and finished work, and provide a list of sources. 
• WS.5.9 Recall relevant informaBon from experiences or gather relevant informaBon from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase informaBon in 

notes and finished work, and provide a list of sources. 
• WS.6.1 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence. A) Introduce claim(s) and organize the reasons and evidence clearly. 

B) Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant evidence, using credible sources and demonstraBng an understanding of the topic or text. C) Use 
words, phrases, and clauses to clarify the relaBonships among claim(s) and reasons. D) Establish and maintain a formal style. E) Provide a concluding 
statement or secBon that follows from the argument presented. 

• WS.6.2 Write informaBve/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and informaBon through the selecBon, organizaBon, and 
analysis of relevant content. A) Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and informaBon, using strategies such as definiBon, classificaBon, comparison/
contrast, and cause/effect; include forma?ng, graphics, and mulBmedia when useful to aiding comprehension. B) Develop the topic with relevant facts, 
definiBons, concrete details, quotaBons, or other informaBon and examples. C) Use appropriate transiBons to clarify the relaBonships among ideas and 
concepts. D) Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. E) Establish and maintain a formal style. F) Provide 
a concluding statement or secBon that follows from the informaBon or explanaBon presented. 

• WS.6.3 Write narraBves to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effecBve technique, relevant descripBve details, and well-structured event 
sequences. A) Engage and orient the reader by establishing a context and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that 
unfolds naturally and logically. B) Use narraBve techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and descripBon, to develop experiences, events, and/or characters. C) 
Use a variety of transiBon words, phrases, and clauses to convey sequence and signal shi_s from one Bme frame or se?ng to another. D) Use precise 
words and phrases, relevant descripBve details, and sensory language to convey experiences and events. E) Provide a conclusion that follows from the 
narrated experiences or events. 

• WS.6.4 Produce clear and coherent wriBng in which the development, organizaBon, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
• WS.6.7 Conduct short research projects to answer a quesBon, drawing on several sources and refocusing the inquiry when appropriate. 
• WS.6.8 Gather relevant informaBon from mulBple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and 

conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and providing basic bibliographic informaBon for sources. 
• WS.6.9 Draw evidence from literary or informaBonal texts to support analysis, reflecBon, and research. A) Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literature.  

B) Apply grade 6 Reading standards to literary nonficBon.
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Part Two: Chapters Seventeen 
to Thirty-three

Answer the questions in complete sentences. 

1. Which part of your house is an area where you are not allowed to go into? 

2. What do you predict the twins will do with the information they learned from the letters?  

 

ceases nonstop limitations amateurs
crimson  Tarheel oozing mocking

1.  __________________ are just learning a skill. 

2.  A __________________ is someone from North Carolina.

3.  Chocolate is __________________ out of this doughnut.

4.  Even the birds seemed to be __________________ the terrible day I had.

5.  It is so very quiet once the fire alarm __________________.

6. The fire alarm rings __________________ until it is turned off by an official.

7. “Do you know your strengths and __________________?” asked Coach. 

8. This color is not simply red, neither is it burgundy, nor poppy red, but it is a deep 

purplish red, called __________________.

Complete each sentence with a word from the list.Vocabulary

(From “First Quarter”: “pa·tel·lar ten·di·ni·tis” to “Basketball Rule #4”)
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 3

Part 3: Chapters 17 to 27 to Part 4: 
Chapters 1 to 17

...................WritinG Task # 4

Part 3: Chapters 1 to 16

Write Two Poems About You! 

Heart Healthy Foods vs Unhealthy Heart Foods
Research foods that are heart healthy foods. Then, research foods that are unhealthy heart 
foods. Choose a visual method to represent your data and information. This can be a graph, 
chart or a diagram. Label the information, add a title and a key. 

Poem # 1 Tip-ping Point Poem # 2 Fast Break

Review the poem, Tip-ping Point in Part 3: 
Chapters 17 to 27
• It is free verse.
• It does not rhyme.
• It has four stanzas or verses.
• The first stanza provides a definition of
   a tipping point.

Review the poem, Fast Break in Part 4: 
Chapters 1 to 17
• It has some rhyming words.
• It has some repeating words.
• Many verbs end in ‘ing’. 
• It features various font sizes.
• The words are unusually placed.

Next 
• What is your tipping point?
• Can you think of two or three ways you  
   might reach your tipping point? 
• Each one becomes a separate stanza.

Next
• Choose some verbs/action words that  
   describe you.
• Add ‘ing’ to these verbs (rhyme).
• Choose what words you’d like to repeat.

Now: Write it!
• Make a first draft/rough copy of a poem  
   about your tipping points. 
• Read it. Check for errors. Do edits. 
• Write your final draft.

Now: Write it!
• Choose how you will write the words on the  
   page.
• Choose where you will place them.
• Read it. Check for errors. Do edits.
• Write your final draft.
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A Tanka is a Japanese poem that has five lines and 31 syllables. It does not 
rhyme. Instead, each line must have a set number of syllables. They are written 
about things in nature or emotions. Below is an example of this form of verse. 

Create your own Tanka of a holiday time with your family. 
Line 1: This Christmas was not (5 syllables)

Line 2: Merry, and I have not found (7 syllables)
Line 3: Joy in the new year (5 syllables)

Line 4: With Dad in the hospital (7 syllables)
 Line 5: for nineteen days and counting. (7 syllables)

A Tanka Poem
..................


